
Advertising solutions
powered by SIGNUM X



Production of every kind of illumination signs as: box, totems, led-displays, channel letters
with frontal or back light and citylight boxes. Our illumination signs are equiped with high 
quality LED modules or stripes. Higly skilled and professional SIGNUM X team are performing
installations of all producted illumination signs or channel letters.
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ILLUMINATION SIGNS



We make every kind of channel
letters for illumination advertising
or without lighting. Letters are made
with front lighting system or back lighting
(indirect lighting). The channel letters can
be made from PVC,Steel,Inox or polystryene.
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3D CHANNEL LETTERS

Channel letters are made with our sofisticated
CNC routing machine, then assembled by our
tecnical stuff. We make also channel letters
from POLYSTRYENE from 10mm to 100mm depth.
The letters cut out from honycomb corrugated
cartoon are also in our portfolio.



CNC cutting all types of materials manufactured by

the design team created from any kind of material 

or visual creations for plexiglass set. Laser cutting

and engraving offers a wide selection of personalized

items such as pendants, nameplate, numbers of hotel

rooms, advertising racks made of plexiglass and other

accessories even furniture.
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CNC engraving and laser cutting



We offer complete or partial vehicle
custom wrapping. 

Our technical staff
will convert every cleint idea with 
using computer in silhouette of actual
vehicle. 

After approval we do printing 
and cutting material, and wrap a vehicle.
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Custom car wrapping



We produce wallpaper murals, posters, wall decals, tile paintings, banners, billboards, stereo vario display 
different elements for the adjustment of sales outlets, a wide range of promotional products, automotive 
and floor graphics and many others. Unsurpassed quality, fast processing of orders, flexible price policy 
this makes the SIGNUM X best partner for large-format printing. With support of our partners in media
and ink tecnology INTERCOAT and BORDEAUX Digital print inks we can proudly satisfy every client 
quality request.
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Large format digital printing



Display systems in our standard portfolio are: Rollup, L-Banner, X-Banner, A-Board, Snap frames, 
Promo counters, POP-UP display systems, brochure holders . With our best large format printing 
materials we  spare the visual quality with  display systems and offer to our cliients best eye-catch 
system for his event, point of sale point or any other activity.
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Display systems



T3 is the world’s most versatile modular display system , designed and manufactured by 
Tecna Display. this product is  world leaders in aluminium exhibition framework systems. 
T3 modular display system is used to build dynamic structures and display environments 
for exhibitions and trade show stands, graphic display and signage, conferences and events, 
shell schemes and retail interiors. 
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T3 expo systems



SIGNUM X offers interior and exterior light systems. All kind of LED lighting as strips, spot, ceiling
round or flat panel light for hotel and offices interiors. With lastest LED tecnology we can satisfy
every interior lighting idea which is made by our proffesional architects and interior designers 
partners. The long life span and saving energy propreties are the key factor why clients choose
SIGNUM X LED Lighting systems.
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Led lighting systems for interiors
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